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In a linear (n, k) code, a set of k coordinates is said to be an information set for the code if 
the projection map onto those k coordinates i a vector space isomorphism. Extended (cyclic) 
quadr:~tic-residue codes are linear (p+ 1, ½(p + 1)) codes, defined whenever p is prime. The 
automorphism group of this code contains PSL(2, p) (the Gleasoo-Prange theorem). This group 
includes elements with order ~(p+ 1) and it is conceivable that one or b~tb orbits of such an 
element will serve as an information set for the code. When this happens, implified ecoding 
procedures are possible. 
These codes can be defined over a ring of algebraic integers in such a way that the OR code 
~i~ e~tries in a finite field ~s just the image of this global code under a residue-class map. It is 
shc~ ~ that the global code includes a codeword of the form (z(p) 0 0 • • • 0) on a given orbit, 
where z(p) is a rational integer. A series of theorems show that knowing this codew~rd is 
enough to answer the question (for either orbit) for QR codes over fields of any characteri_~*.i¢. 
(B~rietl~, an orbit can fail to be an information set for the characteristic q case if and only if q 
~iv~des ~(p).) A method ffor finding this codeword is given which is based on a connection 
bet~ee~ z(p) and the determinant of a certain 0, 1-matrix. The results of this technique are 
given which answer the q~estion for 5 ~< p~ 83. 
1. In~rod~e~ion 
Giw~.t ' a l inear (n, k) code, a set S of k coordinate posit ions is said to be an 
in[ormatior: set for the code provided the project ion map onto S is a vector space 
isomorphism. Thus the .entries of a codeword are completely determined by the 
entries fro:n an information set. This work concerns a question about information 
sets [~ extended (cyclic) quadrat ic-residue codes, also called QR codes. 
First we recall the construction of QR codes. (This is done mostly to set 
notatio~ as more  complete discussions are readily available, see e.g., MacWii l iams 
and 5to~'~ [9, Ch. 16].) Fix p and q, distinct pr imes with p odd.  Set F equal to 
GF(q)  o~ GF(q 2) according to whether  q is or  is not  a square in GF(p) ,  
respectively. Let  R and N denote the quadratic residues, resp. nonresidues,  for p. 
Fix a, a primitive g'th root  of unity, and set g t (x )= l I ,~a  (x -a ' )  and g2(x) = 
I'I,~N (x - a") .  Then ga(x) and g2(x) are in F~x] and so are generator  polynomials 
for cyclic codes over F of length p and dimension ~(p+l ) .  The code with 
generator  ga(x) we call ~o and the code with generator  g2(x) we call No. (There is 
some ambiguity here as a result of  having several choices for a. We shall see later 
that this has only minor  repercussions for our question.) 
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The extended QR codes ~,.~:" are defined as follows: set 
O=~.  a ' -~  a ", 
v~R ~t,~N 
so that 0 2 =- ~p (mod q), 8 = (-~), where (-~,) is the Legendre symbol (see [4, Ch. 6]). 
To each codeword of ~o, (co, cl . . . . .  cp-0, we adjoin a digit 
P i~O 
This yields .9.. To get N from ,~o, we use c== (OIp)~[-~ ci instead. With this 
choice of c~, ~ and X are (p + 1,½(p + 1)) linear codes and .~- = N if 8 = 1, while 
.~l = .9. and Nx = ~ if 8 = -1 ,  where X ~ represents he orthogonal complement of
the subspace X under the usual inner product. 
The coordinate positions of I~ and ,K can be identified with the points of the 
projective line PG(1, p), so that PSL(2, p) has a natural permutation action on the 
coordinates. In fact the Gleason-Prange theorem (see [1, 2]) shows ~ and X are 
invariant under the following set of rnonomial transformations whose underlying 
permutation group is PSL(2, p): 
(1) the additive group of GF(p); 
(2) the permutations x ~-* rx, r e R; 
(3) the coordinate permutation x~--~-l/x, followed by multiplication of 
codeword entries by -1  for the coordinates in N and also for the ~-digit, when 
-.1 e N. 
(Of course, if q = 2 this degenerates to a pure permutation action.) 
Now PSL(2, p) contains elements with order ½(p+ 1), each with two orbits of 
length ½(p+ 1). So we may ask whether one or both of the orbits of such an 
element could serve as an information set for one or both codes (see also 
[9, 16-6]). The c,aestion is relevant o the physical implementation f the codes 
(,~,ee Karlin [7_q and also [9, 16-9]), but it is also intriguing from a theoretical 
s~:andpoint since it suggests a connection between the group of a code and the 
location of information sets (see [12, 10] in this connection). 
Using a direct approach Jenson [6] answered the question completely in the 
binary case (i.e., q = 2), with p -=- ±1 (rood 8) and 7 ~< p ~ 199, by computer. Jenson 
also obtained a few general results which require number-theoretic conditions on 
p that are, unfortunately, seldom met. One advantage of the approach in this 
p~per is that it handles all characteristics at once and in the process heds a little 
li.,~ht on the theoretical basis of the problem. 
2,, An analysis via the global codes 
An alternative presentation of QR codes was given by Assmus anti Mattson in 
connection with the proof of the invariance of .9. and N under the group action 
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described abo~e (see [2] for an account of this). Let p be an odd prime and choose 
a primitive pth root of unity over Q. Set K = Q(a) and let L denote the unique 
quadratic subfield of K; in fact L is known to be Q(v~),  where 8 = (~) (see 
Weiss [13, %3]). Define gt(x) and g2(x) as before. Both are irreducible over L 
and hence the set of vectors 
{(fo(c', c), ft(c', c) . . . . .  fp_l(c', c)) I c' ~ L, c ~ K} 
where fi(c',c)=c'+~l~L(c(~i), TAIL(. ) being the usual trace map, represents a 
cyclic code. over L with generator polynomial either g~(x) or g2(x), depending on 
the congruence p-=--+1 (mod 4) (see van Lin't [8, 3.4.4]). Following the lead of [1], 
we let this set of vectors be the global code .9. o. The global code Xo is obtained by 
replacing ~ by or", where n ~ N, the set of non-residues for iv. The extended igit 
is handled as before: take 
~, P i=o for .N'o 
as the adjoined digit to produce the global codes ~ and Ac, where 0 = 
~,~R a ~ - -~Na~ " is in L and 0 z= 8p, 6 = (~). With this choice we again have 
~z=Y if ~'-:: 1 and .~ = ~,~C'L=,S " if 6=--1 (see [1, Section 3]). 
The fc.l~ ,wing applies to all extended QR codes (see also [6]). 
Proposit~om Given or~PSL(2, p) of order ½(p+ 1), one o[ its orbits is an informa- 
tion set if at~d only if the corresponding orbit of any conjugate of or is an in[ormation 
set for tl'~t code. As a result, the element of order ½(p + 1) can be chosen arbitrarily. 
Proof. $~ppose /" is an orbit of or. Observe that F is an information set if and 
only if the~e is a codeword with precisely one nonzero entry on F. For given such 
a word which has entries (1 0 . . .  0) on F, simply cycle by or repeatedly to get 
½(p + 1) such independent words, giving visible proof that F is an information set. 
The converse is also clear. 
The claim now follows since given a codeword C and ~'~-PSL(2,p), the 
codeword ~'(C) has the same entries (except possibly for sign changes) on fez -j  as 
C has on F. The final remark is a consequence of the fact that all sttbgroul~ of 
PSL(2, p) of order ½(p+l) are conjugate in PSL(2, p) (see Huppert [3~ Ch, 
2]). [] 
We can now show that for .~ and N defined over L, we always have a positive 
answer to our question. 
Theorem 1. Given or ~ PSL(2, p) of order ½(p-~ 1), either orbit of or will serve as an 
information set for the extended QR codes taken over L. 
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Proo|. A simple calculation shows [~(c', c)= -(O/p)Y.~S_~ [i(c', c) is just -Oc'. We 
will also need the fact that any ~(p-1)  distinct powers of a are linezrSy 
independent over L (see [1, lremark Pfter 2.1]). 
Given an orbit of length ½(p+ 1) which is some subset S of FG(I,  p), we ca~ 
assume 0e is in S, via transitivity of PSL(2, p) via the proposition just proved 
Now S is an information set if and only if Y.~_s aJt = 0, a~ ~ L, implies a~ = 0 for al~. 
i ~ S. Set U = S\{~}. Then 
Y. a,[,(c', c) = -e,,~ a~+ Y~ a, (c '+ TKj~(c,~')) 
s u 
Thus ~s a,f, = 0 forces 6 =-Oa~ +~,v at, since c' is arbitrary. This in turn forces 
T~,(c~va~a')=O for all ceK. By the nondegeneracy of the trace form (see 
Jacobson [7, Ch. 1]) w(: ~ conclude ~va:d  =0. The independeiii~e of powers of a 
cited above means a~ = 0 for all i ~ U (since I g l  = ~(p - 1)). This combined with 
0=-0a~+~uat  means a~ =0 as well and so at =0 for all i eS  as desired. 
The result for N involves no substantive differences. [] 
Remark. The proof actually shc~ws that any subset of coordinates of size ½(p+ 1) 
is an information set for .~ and N over L. It also shows that the minimum weight 
of :~) and .'¢ is !(p + 3), which means the codes are optimal (see [9, Ch. 11]). 
l ,deed all these facts can be deduced almost immediately from some results on 
optimal codes which zppear in [1]. However, optimality i~ not needed in what 
follows, whereas the presentation using T~:/L is a recurring theme; for this 
reason thr author preters the somewhat more direct proof given. 
Now the QR codes over finite fields can be obtained as follows: Let t~ denote 
the algebraic integers cf L and let A be the ~?-module of codewords in ~ with all 
entrie,~, in 6 ~. To get codes over a field of characteristic q, factor the ideal q~? and 
rc,Aucc A modulo a residue-class map. This will yield cyclic codes on the 'finite 
coordi~mtes' over eith~:r GF(q) or GF(q2), depending on (pa), with the correct 
generator polynomials. Localizing ~ at the multiplicative set {pt}, i/> 1 will make 
thc extended digit work out correctly because the residue-class maps are ring 
homorphisms. We will examine this process in detail later. 
Observe that Theorem 1 insures the existence of a codewerd in the global code 
which is of the fc, rm (1 0 0 . . .  0) on an orbit of a given tr~PSL(2, p) with 
tcr[ = ~(p + 1). The other entries x~, x2 .... . .  x{p+t)/2 of this codeword are nonzero 
elemerns of L, bui ~,ot necessarily elements of 0. This leads us to: 
Definition. Given an odd prime p, ~et z(p) be the least positive rational integer 
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for which each enL~ry of the scaled eodeword 
z(p). (! 0 0 - "  O)(xl--" x(p+,12) 
is in ~. Let C(p) denote the result of scaling the codeword by z(p). 
Theorem 1 assures us that z(p) is well-defined and does not depend on the 
location of t in the cycle. It will be shown that the question of information sets for 
either orbit of ~ and for either ~ or At taken over fields of finite characteristic 
depends only, on C(p). 
A useful reduction results from the following simple observation and is worth 
stating separ:~tely: a (2n, n) linear code has a basis of the form (I [ G), where I is 
an r: × n identity matrix, if and only if the orthogonai code has a basis of the form 
( -G ' [  ~, G' oeing the transpose of G. ]For our situation this means: 
(1) If p ~ 3 (,mod 4) (so that ~ and At are self-orthogonal) either both orbits of (r 
serve as ir~h~rmation sets or else neither is an information set for a given code. 
(2) If p-~ 1 (mod 4), then the same number of orbits serve as information sets 
for ~ as work for At. 
One case we cart handle immediately. 
Theorem 2, :~'uppose p and q are primes with p odd and z(p) is deJined as above. 
Let ~ aetd ~¢ be the extended QR codes of length p + 1 with entries in GF(q), if 
(~) = 1, or ~n GF(q:Z), if (~)=-1. If (re PSL(2, p) has order ~(p+ 1) and q~ z(t~), 
the ,ither otbit of cr will serve as an information set for ~ or At. 
Proof. Ob,~ ~ ve that the generator polynomials of the cyclic codes -~o and Xo are 
algebraical~,: conjugate. Hence the (coordinate-wise) algebraic conjugate of a 
codeword ~,f ~o over the field L is '~n Ato. By the choice of the extended igit, this 
:s also true for ~ and At over L. In particular the algebraic onjugate of C(p) is in 
the global code A t. Since z(p)e7/, the entries of this codeword are still 
(z(p) 0 0 . . .  0) on the first orbit and z(p) is still minimal (in the sense we 
originaliy defined). 
For convenience we let F denote the image of ~' under a residue class map; so 
F = GF(q) if (~) = 1 whiie F = GF(q z) if (~) = - I. We may assume that our residue 
ck"-'s map sends A to ~ (over F). Reduction of C(p) yields__aa._codeword f ~ over 
F of the form (z(p) 0 0 . . .  0) .~n one orbit, where z(p) is just the modq 
reduction of z(p). Since q { z(p), the entry z(p) is nonzero and we can scale to get 
a codeword of the form (1 0 0 • • • 0) on that orbit. Now proceed as in the proof 
of the proposition to show this orbit is an information set for ~ taken over F. 
Repeating this with the algebraic onjugate of C(p) shows this orbit is also an 
information set for At over E The result now follows from the observation which 
immediately preceded the theorem. [] 
Handling the case when q divides z(p) requires more specific knowledge of the 
residue class maps. The following is the easiest case to deal with. 
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Theorem 3. Suppose p is an odd prime with (r ~ PSL(2, p) of order ½(p + 1) and q is 
a prime such that (~) = - ]. Let .9. and J¢ be the QR codes of length p + 1 taken over 
GF(q2). I[ q [ z(p), then neither orbit of (r will serve as an information set for .~ 
or N. 
Proof, When (~)=- I ,  the ideal q~ is prime (see Weiss [12, section 6-2]), so the 
residue class map is redurtion mod q. By the minimality of z(p), not all entries of 
C(p) ~re ~tivisibie by q and so reduction of C(p) yields a codeword of -~ of the 
form (0 0 . . .  0) on one orbit and at least one nonzero element on the second 
orbit. This means that the first orbit cannot be an information set for ~ taken over 
GF(q 2) since if all entries on an information set are 0, the codeword must be the 
all-0 word. Do this for the algebraic onjugate of C(p) to see that this orbit is also 
not an information set for X. 
The fact that the other orbit also fails to be an information set for .~ and .,¢ 
follows as before from the observation concerning ~L and X ~. [] 
As we shall see, it is possible for one of the orbits of o" to be an information set 
for ~ over Gr:(q) when (~) = 1, even though q I z(p). We can, however, rule out 
this possibility if y-=-3 (rood 4). To do so we need a canonical representation of a 
~(p+ 1)-orbh: fix n, a nc,nsquare of GF(p). Observe that 
n 
is the companion matrix of x2-n  and so there is an isomorphism of the 
multiplicative groups GF(p2) * and 
The subgroup of squar:a in GF(p2) * corresponds to the subgroup, H, of matrices 
of the form 
with b2-a2n a nonzelo square in GF(p). In its action on the projective line, H 
has two orbits of leng1:h ½(p + 1). One of them can be taken to be the images of 
x = [~,]. As such this o::bit can be characterized as the 1-dimensional subspace [6] 
with b 2-  o2n a nonzero square in GF(p). We shall refer to this orbit as FI, and 
the other orbit we call Fz. 
Theorem 4A. Suppose p is an odd prime with p ---- 3 (mod 4) and cr ~ PSL(2, p) of 
order ~(p + 1). lj q is a prime with (~) = 1 and q divides z(p), then neither orbit of cr 
wiil serve as an information set for ~ or H (of length p+ 1) token over GF(q). 
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Proof. By the proposition, we can work with any ½(p + 1)-orbits and we choose F~ 
and/'2. Recall that for p---3 (mod 4), F~ and/ '2 share the same fate for a given 
extended QR code. In fact we claim that Ft is an information set for ~, say, if and 
only if F~ and/'2 are information sets for both ~ and .~'. To see this, observe that 
the permutation of coordinates given by x ~ nx, where n is a nonsquare of 
GF(p), interchanges ~0 and 2¢o. The same map applied to .~, while changing the 
sign of the oo-digit, will yield ~.  Now when p :---- 3 (mod 4), - 1 is a nonsquare and 
can be taken as the value of n. Notice, however, that F~ is invariant under this 
map since 
Therefore ]~ is an information ~et for .~ iff it is an information set for N (when 
p---3 (rood 4)) and the claim follows. 
To prove the theorem, then, it suffices to show F~ is not an information set for 
one of ~ ~r ~':. Now when (~) = 1, qO factors as the product of two distinct prime 
ideals, say ~ +~ - ~2 (see [13, 6-2]). Net every entry in C(p) is in both ~+ and ~ 
since otherx~ ise z(p) would not be minimal. Let's say x¢ ~ is some entry of C(p). 
Reduce C(p),nod ~ to get a codeword in one of ~, ~ of the form (0 0 . . .  0) 
on F~ and a~ least one nonzero entry on/'2, na~nely, the image of x. Now proceed 
as in the proo~ of Theorem 3. The result follows. [] 
The cas~+" o~ p ---- 1 (mod 4) with (~) = 1 and q I z(p) requires a precise description 
of the res~du+-elass maps. We first prove a technical lemma. 
Lemma. Le~ p be an odd prime, L = Q((Sp), ~ = (~) and 0 the algebraic integers 
of L. Taen th+: ideal q~ factors as [ollgws: 
(1) ! f  q is a+,; odd prime with (~) = 1, then q¢~ = ( q, O-  a )( q, 0 + a ), where 0" = tip 
and a2~i?  (modq). Moreover a can be chosen so that aZ-Sp=kq,  with 
(k, q)--~ 1. 
(2) I[ (~i = 1, then 2¢~ = (2, ½(b+ O))(2,½(b-O)), where b is either 1 or 5, the 
choice being made so that ~(b 2 -  0 2) is odd. 
Proof. (I) Since (=~)=-1 ("-a)n, we have 
q P 
by quadratic reciprocity. Hence (~,) = 1 implies (~) = 1. 
It follows immediately that q~Y factors as (q, O-a)(q,  O+a) wlten p is odd, 
where a2~Sp (modq) (see Weiss [13,6-2]). Observe that. (q,O+a)= 
(q, 0 + (a + q)) and suppose a 2 -  8p = kq but q ! k. Replace a by a + q and notice 
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that 
a 2 + 2aq + q2 _ $p = a s_ 8p + q(q + 2a) = q(k + q + 2,~) 
and q { (k + q + 2a). The claim follows. 
(2) @= 1 means p -=+l  (roodS) and so 2",:7 factors as (2,½(1-0))(2,½(1+0)), 
(again see [13, 6-2]). If k = I(1 - 0 :) is even, replace ½(1 + 0) by ½(1.4- 0)+ 2. Then 
we get k=-~(52-02)=~+½(1-02)  which is odd. [] 
The nature of the next result requires us to be more careful with the notation: 
given an odd prime p. choose a = exp(2"M/p) and, as before, let 0 = ~R a ' -~N a n- 
Given ~r~PSL(2, p) of order ½(p+l) and C(p)~A our codeword 
(z(p) 0 0.  • - 0) (* *. • • *), let O1 denote the orbit of o, on which z(p) is the 
unique nonzero entry of C(p) and let 02 be the other orbit. Given an odd prime q 
with (~)= 1, set ~z(q)=(q,  0 -a ) ,  ~2(q)=(q, O+a) where a is chosen in accor- 
dance with the lemma so that q2{($p-a  s) (where the notation (u, v) here means 
the ideal in t~' generated by u and v). For q = 2, let 
~,(2) = (2, ½(b + 0)). ~2(21 = (2, ½(b- 0)), 
where b is choser so that ~(b 2-  6p) is odd, as in the lemma. At times the value of 
q is clear from context, and in these cases we write ~ or ~z to mean ~'~(q) or 
~:(q). Reduction modulo ~'dq) rather than ~'~(q) changes the sign of 0, in effect, 
conjugating c, Without loss of generality we can assume that reduction of A 
modulo ~(q)  yMds ~ taken over GF(q) while reduction modulo ~2(q) yields .,v" 
defined over GF(q). 
Although the analysis of this case can be done in general, it is convenient to 
state first the special case when q ! z(p) but q2{z(p). As we shall see in Section 3, 
for the range of computations we have completed z(p) is almost always squarefree 
and so ~his result is appropriate. 
Theorem 4B. Let p be a prime with p----=- 1 (rood 4), ~r~PSL(2, p) of order ½(p+ 1) 
with orbits 0'~,t32 defined as above. Suppose q is a prime such that (~)= 1 and 22 
and .'¢ are the QR codes of length p + ! taken over GF(q). If q ] z(p) but qZ{ z(p), 
then 
(1) At most one orbit will serve as an information set for ~ (or de). 
(2) If all entries of C(p) are in ~(q) ,  then only Ot will serve as an information 
set for .9 and only 02 work's for N. 
(3) If some e,~try of C(p) is not in ~(q) ,  then 01 is not an information set for .~ 
and 02 is an information set for ~ exactly when all entries of C(p) are in ~2(q). 
The same is trv, e if we replace ~ by d" and interchange f~(q) and ~2(q). 
ProM. The proof of (1) proceeds exactly as in the last part of the proof of 
Theorem 4A. 
(2) We hav~ to handle the cases p = 2 and p an odd prime separately. 
p an odd prime: Suppose all entries of C(p) are in !9~ =(q, O-a) .  Since z(p) is 
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minimal, not all entries of C(p) are in qO. Suppose one such entry x, is 
rlq+r2(O-a) with r2:fi 0. Since xf~qO, we have x¢(q, O+a) and so r2¢ (q, O+a). 
Let 
k ~P-a2 (O-a)(O+a) 
q q 
so that kx = r~kq+ r2k(0-a)  which is (0-a)(r~(O+ a)+ rzk). This computation 
shows that every entry of k • C(p) is divisible by (0 -a ) .  Scale C(p) by k/(0-o.) 
leaving the entry on O~ as (z(p)/q)(O+a) and the entry (k/(O-a)). x in 02 is 
r~(O + a)+ r7 k Since .r2 ¢ ~2 and q { k, r2k~ ~2 and so r~(0 ~-a)+ r2k ¢ 9'2. Thus the 
codeworci of A, (kt(O- a)). C(p), has a unique nonzero entry in Oi which is in ~ 
but not in ~o, and at least one entry of 02, namely (k/(O-a)). x, is not in ~2- 
Hence redvction of (k/(O-a)). C(p) modulo ~ l  shows that O1 is an informa- 
tion set (as in Theorem 2). Reduction modulo ~2 produces a codeword with all 
entries orJ G~ ~eing 0 and at least one nonzero entry on 02; therefore O~ is not 
an informati, m set for )¢'. The claim now follows from the fact that ~=2¢' ,  
p = 2: As we have seen, it suffices to produce a codeword of A with a unique 
nonzero er~t~y on O~ in ~z, but not in ~1 and having some entry on 02 which is 
not in ~..  So suppose now that 2 [ z(p) but 4{z(p) and all entries of C(p) are in 
~1 = (2, ½(/-+ :))). Again by minimality of z(p) there is some entry of C(p), say x, 
on 02 whic~ is in ~ but not ~2; thus x=2h+r2"½(b+O), r2f~2. Let k= 
~(b 2-  02), so that 2k = ½(b + 0). ½(b- 0), while kz = ½(b + O)(rl • ½(b- O) + r2k). 
Then (2k/(b + 3)). C(p) is the desired codeword; for the only nonzero entry on O~ 
is ½z(p). ~(b-- O) which is in ~2, but not ~ while 
t~"~'O k • x = rl  + r2k 
is not iI~ ~2 ~ince 2~'k and r2g.92. 
(3) Under the hypothesis, reduction of C(p) modulo ~ will show Oj is not an 
information set for .~. If some entry of C(p) is not in ~2, then reduction of C(p) 
modulo ~ shows O1 is not an information set for N. If on the other hand, all 
entries of C(p) are in P~, we can mimic the argument above to show O~ is an 
information set for :: .  Finally there is no substantive difference in the proof when 
~1 and ~2 are interchanged and ~ is replaced by ./¢'. [] 
Handling the case q'lz(p), t> 1 may require more explicit knowledge of the 
entries of C(p). The difficulty in trying to invoke the approach used above is that 
(z(p)/q)(O+ a) is still in qO and repeating the argument may not exhaust he q's 
before obtaining an entry on 02 which is not in ~.  The issue would be whether 
the multiplicity of (0 -a )  as a factor of each entry on 02 is less than t, or more 
simply, whether the entries of (k / (0-a) ) ' .  C(p) are all in ~. 
Reviewing these results reveals the following general fact: 
Corollary. Suppose p and q are primes with p odd and cr ~PSL(2, p) has order 
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• ~(p + 1). Both orbits of ~r will serve as information sets for ~ (or X) taken over the 
appropriate field oj" characteristic q if and only if q { z(p). 
3. A method [or calculating z(p) 
In tl'::~s section a technique for producing C(p), and hence z(p), is described 
together with the result of this approach for primes 5<~p<~83. All notation 
established for the; global codes in Section 2 is retained here. 
Recall that the entries of codewords in .~ over the field L are given by 
[i(c',c)=c'+ T~jL(ca'), where c'~L, c~K and f~(c' ,c)=-(O/p)Y~s_~(c',c) 
which turned out to be f®(c', c)=-0c ' .  In searching for C(p) we may assume 
without loss of geaerality that the entry at o~ is 0. In othe' .Jords we can look for 
C(p) in the subcode having c '= 0 in the formulas above. 
Now for x = a', we have T~L(X)=~,~RX" SO that Tr~L(a l) is the same for all 
i e R and is also constant on N, where R and N are as before the set of quadratic 
residues and nonresidues, respectively, for the given prime p. Denote these two 
values we have for TK/L(a~),i~O by ¢',~'2. They are the roots of x2+x+ 
.~(1-02)=0 (which means ~,~2~)  and so we take ~=½(- l+O)  and ~2 = 
½(- 1 - 0). (Note that designating ~ = ~r~R (r' = ½(-- 1 + e) is consistent with our 
choice of 0.) 
We next observe that (1/O)TK/L(a ~ --a j) is in ~, the integers of L, for any i,j. In 
particular we have 
I Tr,~(ai_.a,)={~ if i, j~R orif  i, j~N,  
0 if i 6R  a~tdjeN. 
If j = (I and i~ 0, we need to take the congruence p~ ±1 (mod 4) into account. 
For p ~- 1 (rood 4) we have 
!TK/L(Ot/ oeo)={--~l if i eR ,  
0 {7_~ if i~N, 
while if p-= 3 (rood 4), we have 
1. Tx/L(c~i_ao)=~-(, 2 if i eR ,  
0 ( ~'~ i f i~N.  
We the:~ define the global codeword v(i, j) as that derived from setting c '= 0 and 
c =~ (ct'-ai)/O, the point being that 
I 
fk(c', c) = ~ T~IL(a ~ ~'- a k*i) 
can easily be determined from the facts above. Each entry of v(i, j) is indeed in 
and all but two of its entries are 0, 1 or -1 ;  the ¢~, ~2 entries arise in the kth 
coordinate when k + i ~ 0 (rood p) or k + j w_ 0 (rood p). 
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Fix p, an odd prime, and cr¢ PSL(2, p) 6f order ½(p + 1). Denote the orbits of tr 
by O~, O2, say with ao ~ Ov We now define a collection of codewords in A whose 
entries in O~ are all 0, 1 or -1 .  Let -Or  be the set {['~] I [~]~ Or} and S(~r) tb~ 
complement in PG(1, p) of -O~, with st, s2, . . . .  s(p+t)/2 being an enumeration of
S(cr). Then define G(tr) as the set of codewords {v(s~, st) 12~i~½(~+l)}-  We 
shall also hzve need to refer to just the O~ entries of the eodewords of G(q); let 
M(~r) denote the ½(p-1)x½(p ±1) matrix consisting of the codewords of G(o) 
truncated so as to include only those entries on 0~\{oo} (the entries on 0~ are all 
0). (Our interest is in Idet(M(~r))l and so the order of the rows of M(cr) is not of 
immediate concern.) 
Example. /~ = 11. Using the method for calculating orbits described for "lheorem 
4A, we have Ot = {0% 0, 4, 5, 6, 7}, 02 = {I, 2, 3, 8, 9, 10}. With this choice, -O i  is 
O~ and so S = 02. We choose s~ = 10 and get the codewords for G(tr) as shown in 
Table 1. 
T~ble. 
oc 0 4 5 6 
0¢1. V3) 0 I i  0 - I  -1 v(2.1~3) 0 -1 -1 - I  
~(3 ~0) 0 -1 -1 0 
v(f;,1,q) 0 0 -1 0 
u(9, ~3) 0 -1 0 0 
7 l 2 
0 ~t 0 
1 -~ 0 
0 -~2 0 
1 -~2 ~ - I  
3 8 9 10 
t 1 o (~ 
l 0 -~1 0 
0 -~ 1 -1 
-~'~ 1 0 -1 
1 0 0 -1 
The matrix in the box is M(~r), where cr ~ PSL(2, p) is the element that produces 
O1 and O2. 
Our ~t~ethod for deriving C(p) from O(~r) hinges on the following result: 
Theolem .q. Suppose p is an odd prime and ~r ~ PSL(2, p) has order ½(p + 1). Then 
the memx M(cr) is nonsiagular (over R). 
l~e.ot. Since the entries of M(tr) are in 2~, it is enough to show the rows are 
indeper, dent over the rationals. It follows from Theorem 1 that the rows of M(cr) 
are linearly independent if and only if the codewords in G(cr) are independent. 
Hence to prove the theorem it suffices to show that the vectors in G(o,) are 
independent over Q. 
It is a simple matter to verify that conjugation of cr by the permutation 
x ~ x + 1 does not alter the matrix M(~r). Accordingly we may assume that 0 and 
0c are in the same orbit, Or. Now let rt, r2, • • •, r(p-1)l:,, be an enumeration of R in 
such a way that r~ . . . . .  rk are all the quadratic residues in S(~r). Also let 
nt, n2, • • •, n(p-~)/2 be an enumeration of N where nl, n2, • • •, nt are all lhe 
nonresidues in S(cv). We may also assume that sl = nl in the definition of G(cr). 
The linear span of the codewords in G(~r) is the same as the linear span of the set 
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of codewo.~ds 
(v( r,, r,) 1 2 ~< i <~ k} U {v(np nl) 12 <~ j <~ l} O {v(rl, nl)} 
since v(r~, nt)=v(r~,r~)+v(r.~, nl). Now each of these ccdewords has 0 as its 
0-coordinate ntry except for v(r~, nj) which has a 1 th~ere; it is therefore nough 
to show the independence of the set of codewords 
{v(r~.,Ol2<~i~k}t.l{v(nj, nOI2<~j<~l} over Q. 
From ,'Faeorem 1, we know that the dimension of the subcode of the global 
code over L with f==fo=0 is ½(p-3); hence this subcode has dimeasion p -3  
over ~]~. Consider the p -3  codewords in the set 
{v(r,, r~) [ 2 <- i<~ ½(p- 1)} t9 {v(nj, nl) 12<~]'-'--½(p - 1)}. 
Since deg K/Q is p -1 ,  we !have dimo({v ~ K[Tr/L(V)= 0})= p -3 .  We i~ow claim 
that the set 
{a ' . -  ~', 12<~ i<~½(p - 1)} U {a" , -a" ,  1 2 ~<j~<½(p - 1)} 
is a Q-basis for {v ~ k ] TK/L(V) = 0}. Clearly they are independent over Q, because 
a, a 2 . . . . .  a p~ are independent. Because there are p -3  of them, they must be a 
Q-basis, 
We can conclude from this (by linearity of T~L) that any codeword in the 
subcode with f~ = fo = 0 is a Q-linear combination of the codewords in the set 
{v(r~, rl) [ 2 ~ < i<~½(p - 1)} U {v(n i, nl) 12~< j<~½(p - 1)}. 
Hencc they constitute a spanning set for the subcode. But there are p -  3 of them, 
so they must be a basis attd, as such, independem over CL In particular, the 
codewords in the set 
{v(r,, rl) 1 2~ < i~  < k} U {v(nj, n~)[2~j<~ l} 
are independent over Q, as desired. [] 
Remark. The proof of the theorem does not require O~ to be an orbit; O1 cai~ be 
chosen as any subset of PG(1, F) with =~ O1 and IOlt=½(p+ ]). 
The usefulness of Theorem 5 will become apparent in the proof of the next 
r~*.:~ult. 
Corollary. Suppose p is an odd prime and o'~_ PSI.,(2, p) has order ½(p + 1). Let 
M(~r) be the matrix defined above. Then z(p) is a divisior of det (M(o')). 
Proof. First fix some ordering on the codewords in G(~r) so that we may think of 
G(o') as a ½(p-1)×(p + 1) matrix and M(cr) as a submatrix of G(o0 as in the 
example with p = 11 above. If we multiply (M(cr)) -1 by det(M(~r)) •I, we get a 
matrix with entries in 7/; let w denote the first row of this matrix. Then the matrix 
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product wG(~r) is a codeword in the ~Y-module A with a single nonzero entry in 
O~, n~mely the integer det(M(cr)). Recall that z(p) was defined to be the smallest 
ration;al integer which scales the entries of a certain codeword of the form 
(1 0 (1 . . . .  0)(* * • • • *) into 0. Clearly the set of all rat;.onal integers with this 
property forms an ideal, I(p), which is necessarily principal and, in fact, generated 
by z(p). We have seen that det(M(cr))~ I(p) and so the result follows. I"1 
Remark. The fact that z(p) ! det(M((r)) allows us to get a crude bound on the size 
of z(p): using the M(o,) created in the second half of the proof of Theorem 5 and 
the fact that its entries are all 0, 1 or -1 ,  we have (by a well known result of 
Hadamard): 
z (p) ~< Idet(M(cr)) I.~< (½(p - 3)) (t°-3)/4. 
The techniques in the proof of the corollary giw.'s a simple method of producing 
an integer multiple of the codeword C(p); we denote that codeword by D(p). 
There ";s rdso a simple way of recovering C(p) from D(p). By replacing ¢2 by 
-¢~-'1; w~ can write each O2-entry of D(p) in the form a+b¢~, where a, b~2L 
Now L. (~ is an integral basis of the number field (Y (see [13, Ch. 6]). Hence a 
prime s ;s a divisor of a + b~'~ ff and only if s I a and s I b. Having determined all 
the prime f~ctors of each O2-entry of D(p), we can find C(p) by dividing each 
entry of .P.(p) by the greatest common divisor of det(M((r)) and these prime 
factors. 
Examole. p = 11. Returning to the calculation of G(cr) ~nd M((r) we made above, 
we have det(M(~r))=4 and w=4×( ls t  rofir of M((r) -~) is 2 -2  0 0 2. Then 
D(p) = wG;o-) is 
01 02  
.... A 5 • ,, ,  ,, , , • :'o~ 0 4 6 7 ~ 1 2 '~ 8 '9 10 
(0 4 0 0 0 0 -2+2~1 -2 -2~i  2 2 2¢~ -4 -2~z)  
So 2 is the largest integer dividing each of these entries and hence C(p) is just 
(0 2 0 0 0 0 -1+~1 -1 -~1 1 1 ~1 -2-~1) .  
Now z(p) = 2 is a nonsquare and so by Theorem 3, we know neither orbit is an 
information set for ~ over GF(4); but for characteristic q~ 2, either orbit of c will 
serve as an information set (by Theorem 2). 
Knowing z(p), we can answer the information set question except when the 
hypotheses of Theorem 4B hold, i.e., p----1 (mod 4) and the field of the code is 
GF(q) (i.e., (~) = 1). In this case we may need to determine whether all entries of 
C(p) are in one of ideals ~1., ~2, where qO = ~1~2. In a more general setting this 
problem can be quite ditticult:, but the quadratic ase can be handled with the 
following ploy. 
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orime factors, q, 
prime factors, q, of z(p) with 
p [det(M(cr)) I z(p) of z(p) with (q/p)= l (q/p) = -1 
5 1 1 - -  - -  
7 1 1 - -  - -  
11 22 2 2(0) 
13 3 3 3(1) 
17 22 2 2(1) 
19 32 3 3(0) 
23 72 7 7(0) 
29 52 52 5(1) 
31 97: 97 97(0) 
37 571 ~ 571 571(1) 
41 22-5-1272 2.5.127 2(1) 
5(1) 
127(1) 
43 32.353 ~ 3-353 353(0) 3(0) 
47 172.972 17.97 17(0) 
97(0) 
53 7.172.12972 7.17.1297 7(1) 
17(1) 
1297(1) 
59 26.54-1792 22,52. 179 5(0) 2(0) 
179(0) 
61 5.41532 5.4153 5(1) 
4153(1) 
67 3~.2712.4o132 3.271.o~013 5013(0) 
71 5 '~. 194. 732 5- 19.73 5(0) 
19(0) 
73(0) 
73 3 - 2266632 3 • 226663 3(1) 
226663(1) 
79 2572 • 638392 257 • 63839 257(0) 
83 22.2512.42832 .;!51-4283 
3(0) 
271(0) 
63839(0) 
2(0) 
251(o) 
4283(0) 
Note. For characteristic q with q { z(p), either orbit gill serve as an information 
set (see Theorem 2), 
Given xe~ with q lN(x) and q{x, then x is in one of ~1,~2,  but not both, say 
x E~\P2 .  We need to be able to determine,  given y with q l N(y), whether  y is in 
the .,ame ideal as x. Clearly, if Y~2\~,  then x+y¢;~lU~2,  which means 
q{N' ,x+y) .  Hence for y with q [N(y) ,x  and y are both in ~1 If and  only if 
q [ Ntx + y). 
A series of programs was written to compute z(p) and C(p) for 5 ~<p ~< 83 (see 
Table 2) using the ideas above. (The 16-place precision of the PDP-10  used was 
exceeded in the calculation of det(M(o')) for p = 89. One could extend this table 
by implementing multiple precision, but this did not seem worthwhile.) In Table 
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2, the numbers in parentheses in the last two columns indicate the number of 
orbits that will serve as information sets for the code in that characteristic. For 
example, when p = 59, the prime factorization of z(p) is 22. . ' .  179. The entry 
5(0) in the second last column means that 5 is a square rood p and neither orbit 
will serve as an information set for the QR codes over GF(5). The entries 2(0) and 
179(0) inzlicate that 2 and 179 are nonsquares mod p and neither orbit will serve 
as an information set for the QR-codes over GF(22) or GF(179~). Of course, for 
any other characteristic q which does not divide 22. 52- 179, either orbit will 
serve as an information set; for example this is true for this code over GF(3). 
Remarks, (1) The reader may be led to conjecture from this data that p~l  
(rood 4) aad q a prime divisor of z(p) with (~ = 1 always means that one orbit will 
serve as :~n information set. Jenson's work [6] on the binary case yields the 
courterexample p = 89, q = 2--neither orbit works here. 
(2) Table 2 includes det(M(tr)) to point out that the prime factors of z(p) 
coincide (in these cases) with the prime factors of det(M(~)). This may not be true 
in ger~eral, but clearly a general statement about the prime divisors of det(M(o-)) 
could be very useful. An interesting result due to Pless has a restatement which is 
relevant o this issue. In [11] she poses some questions pertaining to patterns in 
Jenson's ~ata. In that connection she proves the following theorem using invariant 
subce~le techniques: Let p be a prime with p---1 (mod 8) and p---5 (rood 6) and 
let ~ be ti~e extended QR code taken over GF(2). If one of the ½(p+ 1)-orbits is 
an inft~rm~tion set for ~, then the other orbit is not and in fact holds a space of 
dimensi~rt at most ½(p-3). This result can be stated more succinctly (using the 
coro~.zry at the end of Section 2) as: p-= 1 (rood 8) and p ~ 5 (mod 6) implies 2 is 
a fac',or ~,f z(p) (which of course also means 2 is a factor of det(M(o))). 
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